Chow Qigong empty force miracles and transformation of body, mind and spirit: Health, wealth and peace for self and the planet

Chinese Qigong as part of Traditional Chinese Medicine, is and will be the greatest influence in the Western world for self-care and wellness practice of spirit, mind, and body in health and life style. Scientific research is witnessing miracles with Qigong/TCM where all else have failed to aid in curing illness and in promoting the ultimate in life accomplishments. Western Medicine is known for its' limitations in enabling health and curing disease. See "Escape Fire" trailer or movie. Qigong is "A Way of Life", not just another exercise or meditation routine. Natural healing promotes Spiritual, emotional and physical integrated whole health. It includes all aspects of life including financial, political, education, socialization, music, and dance and art and sports as essentials of a holistic life including all emotional experiences, like compassion, forgiveness, love, gratefulness, and more! All is part of the Quantum Qi of life! Fritjof Capra high energy Quantum physicist reference. You can be a number OR The Positive Solution in today's desperate world crisis! The Yin and Yang of the world need rebalancing for harmony. The ancient Chinese concept of Qi - breath or a multi-dimensional universal life force of spirit, mind, and body including environmental elements - a very Taoist principle - is essential for today's technological and isolation model of existence. Everything is Energy! It is timeless and limitless. The transformational Empty Force (like the stem cells) in Chow Qigong, so simple that it eludes most people. A life-changing session: With energy demonstrations, attendees will experience, learn and use the power of this Empty Force Qi that is inherent in you to bring health, wealth and peace for yourself and the planet.

Biography

Effie Poy Yew Chow is founder and president of East West Academy of Healing Arts, American Qigong Association and World Qigong Federation. She is a world-renowned Qigong Grandmaster energy healer, ("Mother of Qigong in the West"), acupuncturist, psychiatric and public health nurse, Masters in Behavioral Sciences and Communication; and has PhD in Education; author, international speaker, humanitarian, futurist, and visionary. She is the founder of the annual World Congress on Qigong/Traditional Chinese Medicine/Natural Healing. She is the founder/developer of the Chow Integrated Healing System/Chow Medical Qigong (CIHS/CMQ) travels worldwide to give programs and to see clients. She was appointed in 2000 by President Bill Clinton to the 20 member White House Commission on Complementary and Alternative Medicine Policy. In March 2017, she was selected as one of 12 people worldwide honoured by the First Museum in the World on Chinese Medical Qigong.
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